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Abstract
The equivalence problem under local unitary transformation for n–partite pure
states is reduced to the one for (n − 1)–partite mixed states. In particular, a tripartite
system HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC , where Hj is a finite dimensional complex Hilbert space for j =
A, B, C, is considered and a set of invariants under local transformations is introduced,
which is complete for the set of states whose partial trace with respect to HA belongs
to the class of generic mixed states.
Keywords: tripartite quantum states, local unitary transformation, entanglement,
invariants

Introduction
The importance of a measure to quantify entanglement became evident in the years by the
number of applications exploiting nonlocality properties which have been developed: we
mention, among others, quantum computation (see, e.g., [1, 2]), quantum teleportation (see,
e.g., [3–10]), superdense coding (see, e.g., [11]), quantum cryptography (see, e.g., [12–14]).
Many proposals have been made for a measure of entanglement in the bipartite case, see
e.g., [15–22]. Less results are known instead for the tripartite and in general for the n–partite
case [20, 23–25], although such systems are important for example in quantum multipartite
teleportation or telecloning processings.
One of the properties employed in the bipartite case is the Schmidt-decomposition [26].
However this decomposition is a peculiarity of bipartite systems and does not exist for n–
partite ones, a sign of the complexity of the many-partite problem. Generalizations of the
Schmidt-decomposition have been proposed [27–30], but the results are not suﬃcient to
provide good measures of entanglement in the n–partite case. In the following, we ﬁrst
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reduce the n–partite problem to a (n-1)–partite one. To illustrate this, we consider the case
of a tripartite system. Then we deﬁne invariants under local unitary transformations which
form a complete set at least for tripartite states for which a solution of the bipartite problem
for entanglement measures is known.

Tripartite states as bipartite ones
Let HA , HB , and HC be complex Hilbert spaces of ﬁnite dimension NA , NB , and NC ,
k
respectively, and let {|jk }N
j=1 , k = A, B, C, be an orthonormal basis of Hk . A pure state
|ψ in HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC can then be written as
|ψ =

NA 
NB 
NC


ajkl |jA ⊗ |kB ⊗ |lC ,

j=1 k=1 l=1

NA 
NB 
NC


ajkl a∗jkl = 1 .

j=1 k=1 l=1

We denote by U(H) the group of all unitary operators on the space H.
First of all, we can consider tripartite states as special cases of bipartite ones, by decomposing the system into two subsystems, for example A–BC. The following lemma holds.
Lemma 1 Let |ψ, |ψ   be two pure states in HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC and deﬁne ρ = TrA (|ψψ|),
ρ = TrA (|ψ  ψ  |), where TrA denotes the partial trace with respect to HA .
a) The function IαA (|ψ) = Tr ρα is invariant under local unitary transformations, for any
α ∈ N;
b) If IαA (|ψ  ) = IαA (|ψ) for α = 1, . . . , min{NA , NB · NC }, there exist UA ∈ U(HA ),
†
.
UBC ∈ U(HB ⊗ HC ) such that |ψ   = UA ⊗ UBC |ψ. In particular, ρ = UBC ρUBC
Proof. As already shown in [25], a) is easily proved as TrA (|ψψ|) = ATA A∗A , where AA is
the matrix obtained considering |ψ as a bipartite state in the A–BC system, with the row
(resp. column) indices from the subsystem A (resp. BC). The indices T resp. ∗ denote
transpose resp. complex conjugation. As an example,


a111 a112 a121 a122
AA =
a211 a212 a221 a222
is the matrix AA for the case NA = NB = NC = 2. Indeed, if |ψ   = UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψ, with
Ui ∈ U(Hi ), i = A, B, C, then AA and AA are related by
AA = UA AA (UB ⊗ UC )T
and
∗ α
T T
T ∗ α
IαA (|ψ  ) = Tr(AT
A AA ) = Tr((UA AA (UB ⊗ UC ) ) (UA AA (UB ⊗ UC ) ) )
= Tr(UB ⊗ UC (ATA A∗A )α (UB ⊗ UC )† ) = Tr(ATA A∗A )α
= IαA (|ψ)

for any power α ∈ N. The decomposition |ψ   = UA ⊗ UBC |ψ follows directly considering
|ψ as a bipartite state of the system A–BC and applying the results of [21]. 
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Remark 1 The statement can be generalized to n–partite systems: the equivalence problem
for n–partite pure states is reduced in this way to the equivalence problem for (n − 1)-partite
mixed states.

Reduction to bipartite mixed states
Lemma 1 allows us to reduce the tripartite problem on HA ⊗HB ⊗HC to a bipartite problem
on HB ⊗ HC .
Lemma 2 Let |ψ   = UA ⊗ UBC |ψ, with UA ∈ U(HA ), UBC ∈ U(HB ⊗ HC ) and deﬁne
ρ = TrA (|ψψ|), ρ = TrA (|ψ  ψ  |). If
ρ = UB ⊗ UC ρUB† ⊗ UC† ,
where UB ∈ U(HB ) and UC ∈ U(HC ), then there exist matrices VA ∈ U(HA ), VB ∈ U(HB ),
VC ∈ U(HC ) such that
|ψ   = VA ⊗ VB ⊗ VC |ψ ,
i.e., |ψ and |ψ   are equivalent under local unitary transformations.
Proof. On one hand we have


α
†
= TrA 1l ⊗ UBC |ψψ|(1l ⊗ UBC )†
UBC TrA (|ψψ|)α UBC

α
= TrA UA ⊗ UBC |ψψ|(UA ⊗ UBC )† ,

on the other hand


α
UB ⊗ UC TrA (|ψψ|)α UB† ⊗ UC† = TrA UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψψ|(UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC )† .

Since this holds for any power α ∈ N, there exist a local unitary transformation WA on HA
such that
UA ⊗ UBC |ψψ|(UA ⊗ UBC )†
= (WA ⊗ 1l ⊗ 1l)UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψψ|(UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC )† (WA ⊗ 1l ⊗ 1l)†
= WA UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψψ|(WA UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC )† .
Hence

A ⊗ UB ⊗ UC |ψ ,
|ψ  = UA ⊗ UBC |ψ = U

A is equal WA UA up to a phase factor. 
where U
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 together give rise to the following proposition.
Proposition 1 For pure states |ψ and |ψ  , ρ = TrA (|ψψ|) and ρ = TrA (|ψ  ψ  |), we
have that IαA (|ψ  ) = IαA (|ψ) for α = 1, . . . , min{NA , NB · NC } and ρ = UB ⊗ UC ρUB† ⊗ UC†
for some UB ∈ U(HB ), UC ∈ U(HC ), if and only if |ψ and |ψ  are equivalent under local
unitary transformations.
Remark 2 A result corresponding to Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Proposition 1 holds when
tripartite is replaced by n–partite, for any n  3, by splitting the system A1 A2 . . . An into,
e.g., A1 –A2 . . . An .
3

New invariants
The next step is to ﬁnd further invariants under local unitary transformations which give
the same value for two states if and ony if ρ can be written as UB ⊗ UC ρUB† ⊗ UC† for some
unitary transformations UB ∈ U(HB ), UC ∈ U(HC ), the main obstacle being the fact that in
general ρ is a bipartite mixed state and there is no general characterization of entanglement
for that case.
The generalization of IαA (|ψ) to bipartite mixed states is Tr(Trj (ρ))α , where j = B, C.
For a pure state |ψ ∈ HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC this means to consider the functions
Tr(Trj (TrA |ψψ|))α .
Therefore we introduce the following set of new invariants
j,k
(|ψ) = Tr(Trk (Trj |ψψ|)α )β ,
Iα,β

(1)

where j, k ∈ {A, B, C}, j = k, and α, β ∈ N .
j,k
(|ψ) deﬁned in (1) are invariant under local unitary transforLemma 3 The functions Iα,β
mations UA ⊗ UB ⊗ UC .
A,B
(|ψ). The other cases can be treated in an analogous
Proof. As a model we consider Iα,β
manner. We have
NA 
NB 
NC

ajkl a∗jpq |klpq| ,
(2)
TrA (|ψψ|) =
j=1 k,p=1 l,q=1

where |kl stands for |kB ⊗|lC . Multiplying (2) α times (α ∈ N) and calculating the partial
trace on HB of the matrix obtained we get
TrB (TrA |ψψ|)α
NB
NA
NC



=
a∗j1 p1 q1 aj2 p1 q1 a∗j2 p2 q2 aj3 p2 q2 . . . ajα pα−1 qα−1 a∗jα pα qα aj1 pαm1 |m1 qα |
j1 =1, p1 =1, q1 =1,
j2 =1, p2 =1, q2 =1,
...,
...,
...,
jα =1 pα =1 qα =1,
m1 =1

and hence
Tr(TrB (TrA |ψψ|)α )β
β  NA
NC
NB

 

=
a∗jk
k=1

jk1 =1, pk1 =1, qk1 =1,
jk2 =1, pk2 =1, qk2 =1,
...,
...,
...,
jkα =1 pkα =1 qkα =1

p q
1 k1 k1

ajk2 pk1 qk1 . . . ajkα pkα−1 qkα−1 a∗jkα pkα qkα ajk1 pkα qk−1α ,

where q0α ≡ qβα . Instead of the one employed in the proof of Lemma 1, an alternative
way to consider the factors ajkl is by writing them in matrices (A(j) )kl : the index j sets the
4

considered matrix and k, l describe the row and column of A(j) , respectively. That is, we
(j)
NB
NC
A
write |ψ = N
j=1
k=1
l=1 Akl |jkl. Using this notation, one obtains
Tr(TrB (TrA |ψψ|)α )β
β
NA


†
†
†
=
Tr(A(jk1 ) A(jk2 ) ) Tr(A(jk2 ) A(jk3 ) ) . . . Tr(A(jkα−1 ) A(jkα ) )
j11 ,...,j1α =1
j21 ,...,j2α =1
...

k=1

jβ1 ,...,jβα =1
†

†

†

· Tr(A(jβα ) A(jβ1 ) A(jβ−1α ) A(jβ−11 ) . . . A(j1α ) A(j11 ) ) .
For a local unitary transformations U ⊗ V ⊗ W we have


|ψ  := U ⊗ V ⊗ W |ψ =

NC
NA 
NB 


(j)

A kl |jkl

j=1 k=1 l=1
NA 
NB 
NC


U ⊗ V ⊗ W |ψ =

(j)

Akl Umj Vpk Wql |mpq =

j,m=1 k,p=1 l,q=1
(j)

i.e., A kl =

NA
m=1

NA 
NB 
NC


Ujm (V A(m) W T )kl |jkl,

j,m=1 k=1 l=1

Ujm (V A(m) W T )kl and
 (pqr )

Tr(A

†

 (pqr+1 )

A

NA


)=

m1 ,m2 =1

†

†
Um
Upqr+1 m2 Tr(A(m1 ) A(m2 ) ).
1 pqr

Therefore
β

)†
(j ) †
(j )
(j ) †
(j )
(j
(j )
Tr(A k1 A k2 ) Tr(A k2 A k3 ) . . . Tr(A kα−1 A kα ) ·
k=1

· Tr(A
=

(jβα ) †
NA


A

(jβ1 )

(j

)†

(j

)

(j

)†

(j11 )

A β−1α A β−11 . . . A 1α A
β
NA


†
†
Um
Ujk2 nk2 Um
k jk
k

m11 ,...,m1α =1 n11 ,...,n1α =1
m21 ,...,m2α =1 n21 ,...,n2α =1
...
...
mβ1 ,...,mβα =1 nβ1 ,...,nβα =1
p1α ,...,pβα =1 q11 ,...,qβ1 =1

k=1

1

1

)

j
2 k2

†

Ujk3 nk3 . . . Ujkα nkα

†

†

· Tr(A(mk1 ) A(nk2 ) ) Tr(A(mk2 ) A(nk3 ) ) . . . Tr(A(mkα−1 ) A(nkα ) )
·Up†βα jβα Ujβ1 qβ1 Up†β−1

j
α β−1α

†

Ujβ−11 qβ−11 . . . Uj11 q11

†

†

· Tr(A(pβα ) A(qβ1 ) A(pβ−1α ) A(qβ−11 ) . . . A(p1α ) A(q11 ) ) .
The result follows, since U is unitary and hence

k

†
Ujk
Ukl = δjl . 

j,k
(|ψ) can easily be generalized to n–partite systems: the
Remark 3 The invariants Iα,β
functions

α α α1
αn
n
Iαj11,j,α22,...,j
. . . ) 3) 2
, αi ∈ N , i = 1, . . . , n ,
,...,αn (|ψ) = Tr Trj1 (Trj2 (. . . (Trjn |ψψ|)

are invariant under local unitary transformations U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Un .
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Unfortunately, the invariants (1) seem to be suﬃcient only in the case in which the λj
of the decomposition ρ = nj=1 λj |ϕj ϕj |, where n  NB · NC and ϕj ∈ HB ⊗ HC for all j,
are not degenerated, i.e, λj = λk for j = k. Indeed, the following lemma holds.
j,k
j,k
(|ψ) = Iα,β
(|ψ  ) for
Lemma 4 Let |ψ and |ψ  be two tripartite pure states such that Iα,β
j, k ∈ {A, B, C} and j = k, α = 1, . . . , Nq · Nr , and β = 1, . . . , Nr , where q, r ∈ {A, B, C}
and r is diﬀerent from j, k and q. Then,

a) there exist Up ∈ U(Hp ) and Uq,r ∈ U(Hq ⊗ Hr ), with p, q, r diﬀerent from each other,
such that |ψ   = Up ⊗ Uq,r |ψ;
b) for any |ϕm  of the decomposition Trp (|ψψ|) =
is not degenerate we have

n
m=1

(p)

(p)

(p)

(p)

λm |ϕm ϕm | for which λm

m
(p)
m (p)
Uq,r |ϕ(p)
m  = vq ⊗ ur |ϕm  = uq ⊗ vr |ϕm  ,

where vqm , uq ∈ U(Hq ) and ur , vrm ∈ U(Hr ).
Proof. Part a) was already proved in Lemma 1, since
p,k
p,k
Iαp (|ψ) = Iα,1
(|ψ) = Iα,1
(|ψ  ) = Iαp (|ψ  ) .
i,k
i,k
†
. Since Iα,β
(|ψ  ) = Iα,β
(|ψ) for
Further we know that Trp (|ψ  ψ  |) = Uq,r Trp (|ψψ|) Uq,r
β = 1, . . . , Nr , with r diﬀerent from i and k, there exists a ur ∈ U(Hr ) such that
α

Trk (Tri |ψ  ψ  |) = ur Trk (Tri |ψψ|)α u†r .
Therefore, since this result holds for all α = 1, . . . , Nq · Nr , where i, q, r are diﬀerent from
(p)
(m)
each other, and the λm are not degenerated, for any m there exists a uq ∈ U(Hq ) such
that
(p)
†
(m)
(p)
† (m)
⊗ 1l)(1l ⊗ ur )|ϕ(p)
⊗ 1l)†
Uq,r |ϕ(p)
m ϕm |Uq,r = (uq
m ϕm |(1l ⊗ ur ) (uq
(p)
(m)
= (uq(m) ⊗ ur )|ϕ(p)
⊗ u r )† .
m ϕm |(uq
(p)

(m)

The statement follows, as |ϕm |(uq
Remark 4

(p)

⊗ ur )† Uq,r |ϕm | = 1. 

1. Lemma 4 b) is only suﬃcient if ρ is a pure state.

j,k
j,k
2. For n-partite pure states the condition Iα,β
(|ψ) = Iα,β
(|ψ  ) for j, k ∈ {A1 , A2 , . . . , An }
implies |ψ   = Up1 ⊗Up2 ,p3 ,...,pn |ψ for some Up1 ∈ U(Hp1 ), Up2 ,p3 ,...,pn ∈ U(Hp2 ⊗· · ·⊗Hpn )
and
(p )
(p )
Up2 ,...,pn |ϕj 1  = vpj 2 ⊗ up3 ,...,pn |ϕj 1 
(p )

for any |ϕj 1  of the decomposition Trp1 (|ψψ|) =

(p )
λj 1

(p1 ) (p1 )
(p )
n1
|ϕj ϕj 1 |
j=1 λj

such that

is not degenerated. Further
(p )

(p )

⊗ ujp4,...,pn |ϕj,k2 
ujp3,...,pn |ϕj,k2  = vpj,k
3


(p )
(p )
for Trp2 |ϕj 1 ϕj 1 | =

and so on. Note that only

(p2 ) (p2 )
(p2 )
(p2 )
(p1 )
n2
are not degenerated,
k=1 λj,k |ϕj,k ϕj,k |, if λj,k and λj
j,k
n
the invariants Iα,β
were considered, and not Iαj11,j,α22,...,j
,...,αn .
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A special case for tripartite states
Complete sets of invariants for the case of bipartite mixed states are known only for some
special cases. For example, in [21] a complete set was presented for the case in which the
state ρ = nm=1 λm |ϕm ϕm | is a generic mixed state. To deﬁne this set, we need further
invariants:
Θ(ρ)jk = Tr (TrB (|ϕj ϕj |)∗ TrB (|ϕk ϕk |)∗ ) ,

Ω(ρ)jk = Tr (TrC (|ϕj ϕj |) TrC (|ϕk ϕk |)) .

Assume without loss of generality that NB  NC and complete Θ(ρ) and Ω(ρ) to (NB2 ×NB2 )matrices by deﬁning Θ(ρ)jk = Ω(ρ)jk = 0 for n < j, k  NB2 . A bipartite mixed state is
called generic if the (NB2 × NB2 )-matrices Θ(ρ) and Ω(ρ) are non-degenerate.
If ρ is a generic mixed state and UρU † , with U unitary, gives the same values as ρ for
the invariants Jαj (ρ) = Tr(Trj (ρα )), where j ∈ {B, C}, Θ(ρ), Ω(ρ), and
Y (ρ)jkl = Tr (TrB (|ϕj ϕj |)∗ TrB (|ϕk ϕk |)∗ (TrB (|ϕl ϕl |)∗ ) ,
X(ρ)jkl = Tr (TrC (|ϕj ϕj |) TrC (|ϕk ϕk |)(TrC (|ϕl ϕl |)) ,
where j, k, l = 1, . . . , n, then ρ and UρU † are equivalent under local unitary transformations [21]. That is, if TrA (|ψψ|) is a generic mixed state and the above invariants
give the same results for TrA (|ψψ|) and TrA (|ψ ψ  |), as well as IαA (|ψ) = IαA (|ψ  ) for
α = 1, . . . , min{NA , NB2 }, |ψ and |ψ   are equivalent under local unitary transformations.
The number of invariants one needs to calculate can be diminished if one considers (1) and
takes into account Lemma 4.
Proposition 2 Let |ψ and |ψ   be two pure states of HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HC and assume that
ρ = TrA (|ψψ|) is a generic mixed state. |ψ is equivalent to |ψ   under local unitary
transformations if and only if
A,s
A,s
Iα,β
(|ψ) = Iα,β
(|ψ  )
(3)
for s ∈ {B, C}, α = 1, . . . , min{NB2 , NC2 }, β = 1, . . . , Nr , where r ∈ {B, C} but is diﬀerent
from s, and for ρ = TrA (|ψ  ψ |)
Θ(ρ)jk = Θ(ρ )jk ,

Ω(ρ)jk = Ω(ρ )jk ,

Y (ρ)jkl = Y (ρ )jkl ,

X(ρ)jkl = X(ρ )jkl

(4)

for the j, k such that λj = λk .
Proof. As remarked above, the invariants (4) are suﬃcient to establish whether two states
for which the partial trace on HA is a generic mixed state are equivalent or not. It remains
to prove that (4) is fulﬁlled when λj , λk , and λl are non-degenerate, if (3) holds. This follows
from Lemma 4 Indeed, for example
†
) = TrC (uB ⊗ vCj |ϕj ϕj |(uB ⊗ vCj )† )
TrC (|ϕj ϕj |) = TrC (UBC |ϕj ϕj |UBC

= uB TrC (1l ⊗ vCj |ϕj ϕj |(1l ⊗ vCj )† )u†B = uB TrC (|ϕj ϕj |)u†B ,
hence



Ω(ρ )jk = Tr TrC (|ϕj ϕj |) TrC (|ϕk ϕk |) = Tr(uB TrC (|ϕj ϕj |)u†B uB TrC (|ϕk ϕk |)u†B )
= Tr (TrC (|ϕj ϕj |) TrC (|ϕk ϕk |)) = Ω(ρ)jk .

The same holds for Θ(ρ), Y (ρ), and X(ρ). 
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Remark 5 We know that the rank of ρ is smaller than min{NA , NB · NC } (see, e.g., [31]).
On the other hand, the assumption that ρ is a generic mixed state implies that ρ has full
rank, i.e., NB · NC . Therefore, in order to fulﬁll the conditions of Proposition 2, we need
NA  NB · NC .
In this last section we have seen that a criterion for equivalence of a class of bipartite
mixed states gives rise to a criterion of equivalence for a class of pure tripartite states.
In [32], the complete invariants for another two classes of bipartite mixed states are given.
For bipartite mixed states on Cm × Cn ,
ρ=

N


µl |ξl ξl |,

l=0

where the rank of ρ is N + 1 (N ≥ 1), µl are eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors
(l)
(l)
|ξl  = ij ξij |ij. Let Al := (ξij ), ρl := Al A∗l , and θl := A∗l Al , for l = 0, 1, ..., N. If each
eigenvalue of ρ0 and θ0 has multiplicity one (i.e., is “multiplicity free”), then ρ belongs to
the class of density matrices to which a complete set of invariants can be explicitly given.
For rank two mixed states on Cm × Cn such that each of the matrices ρ0 , ρ1 , θ0 , and θ1 has
at most two diﬀerent eigenvalues, an operational criterion can be also found. From these
criteria for bipartite mixed states, by using Lemma 4 we can similarly obtain criteria for
some classes of pure tripartite states.

Conclusion
We have reduced the equivalence problem for n–partite pure states to the one for (n-1)–
partite mixed states and in the special case n = 3 we have constructed a set of invariants
under local unitary transformations which is complete for the states with partial trace on
HA which is a generic mixed state.
Acknowledgments. The second named author gratefully acknowledges the ﬁnancial support by the Stefano Franscini Fund. The fourth author gratefully acknowledges the support
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